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Pre Listing Home Inspections are a good for everyone involved
in the home buying and selling process. They help sellers market
their homes and eliminates those "Deal Breaker" inspections at

the 11th hour of the sale.

Nothing is more frustrating for a home seller than to
have a potential sale fall through because of an

unforeseen issue found by the home inspector just
before the closing.

Home sellers are much better off knowing the true
condition of their home prior to accepting an offer,

and this allows the home seller to plan accordingly and
puts them in a position of strength during the

negotiation.

The benefits to home sellers from the InspectedThe benefits to home sellers from the Inspected
Houses Pre-List ing program are numerous…Houses Pre-List ing program are numerous…
Sellers know about deficiencies prior to listing the
house and they are not blindsided by unforeseen costs
and unexpected repairs.
Sellers have an opportunity to build repair costs into
the price of the house.
Sellers have an opportunity to make repairs themselves
prior to accepting an offer.
Sellers have an opportunity to shop around for quality
repairs at fair prices.
Sellers worry less about deficiencies “killing a deal” and
making more mortgage payments.
Sellers may be more legally protected when performing
Pre Listing Inspections because they are fully
disclosing the condition of the house and they have an
independent report as well as the disclosure form to
show potential buyers.
Sellers have an opportunity to inform any potential
buyers what repairs were made or will be made to the
house PRIOR to listing the house. This process
streamlines the negotiating process and puts the Seller
in more control of the transaction.
Agents promoting Pre Listing Inspections state their
listings have more showings which leads to higher sales
prices and faster closings.
Sellers have an opportunity to post the Pre Listing
Home Inspection report, offer it for sale, and recover
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some of the money spent on the Pre Listing Home
Inspection.

For More Information Visit www.inspectedhouses.com

For Your Protection - Get a Home Inspection

This Months Helpful Hint
Is Solar Energy Right For My Home?

With the help of increasing tax credits, higher energy prices, and falling costs for
solar panels, solar energy is getting exciting. Below is a checklist that you can use
to see if solar energy is right for your home. And if not, this article discusses other
options for going solar.

Read full article at Home Wizard (Click Here)
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